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Foreword by
Chairperson
of the Board

It has been six years since the establishment
of the Sam Tambani Research Institute (SATRI).
It gives me great pleasure to present the
Chairperson’s report for the financial year ended
February 2020. The year was, to a large extent,
challenging in as far as the country’s politicaleconomic performance was concerned. Broadly,
the country’s economy continued to record
low levels of growth. The mining, energy, and
construction sectors where the National Union
of Mineworkers (NUM) organises had their share
of challenges. In mining, workers were being
retrenched; in the energy sector, it was the battle
of the restructuring of Eskom; and for construction,
the overall sector performance was low.
Despite the lows that characterised the
2019/2020 year, SATRI continued to diligently
carry out its mandate of undertaking research
that is useful and informative in guiding workers
in dealing with socio-economic challenges
they were facing in the three sectors.
Some of the notable contributions of the Institute
in this regard included assisting the NUM to
formulate an informed position to counter the
unqualified unbundling of Eskom. Although the
battle was not won, the union’s position on the
unbundling of Eskom was rightly put on record.
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The Institute was also instrumental in the
formulation of workers proposals on how to
deal with the opportunities as well as the
threats of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(4IR). In this regard, the Institute made several
presentations on workers’ forums demystifying
the 4IR and suggesting how the worker
constituency should respond to the revolution.

Regarding Board matters, the Board did a
commendable job in ensuring that SATRI
continues to uphold prudent corporate governance
principles of professionalism, research excellence,
and credibility. I wish to also acknowledge the
funding role of the Mineworkers Investment
Trust (MIT) which continues to ensure that
SATRI is enabled to carry out its mandate.

Internally, the Institute continued to provide
relevant research support to the NUM and all
its structures and entities whenever requested.
Some of the research support provided in this
regard was collecting and sharing information on
ESOPs to various regions, and analysis of financial
statements of the companies with whom the
NUM wage negotiations were to take place.

I would like to thank all the other parties and
individuals that have in one way or another
supported SATRI in its work. On behalf of the Board,
I commit that we will always ensure that SATRI
continues to excel as a reputable research institute
that carries out relevant research in the mining,
energy, and construction sectors of the country.

In addition, SATRI embarked on a major field
research project of strategic importance to
the NUM – The State and Forms of Housing
Benefits Received by Mineworkers. This was a
comprehensive research undertaken to determine
existing mineworkers’ housing benefits. It also
investigated the concerns that the mineworkers
had with the benefits. This research helps the
NUM to engage constructively in all interventions
aimed at improving housing for mineworkers.

Looking ahead, I can see that the challenges
facing workers in future will continue to
require research support and, as such, I would
like to invite all stakeholders to continue
supporting the Institute in its mandate of
providing research support to workers.
JOSEPH MONTISETSE
Ch a i r p er s o n o f t h e B o a rd

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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Message from
the Executive
Director

Over the past six years, SATRI has grown from
a novice entity to a recognised and respected
research institute in the organised labour space.
The Institute was able to do this through the
recruitment of professional researchers and
having a targeted research agenda. All this
would not have been possible if it were not for
the funding from the Mineworkers Investment
Trust (MIT); the Institute is eternally grateful
for the continued funding from the MIT.
The 2019/2020 financial year was filled with
research aimed at informing efforts to protect and
improve the well-being of workers especially in
the mining, energy, and construction sectors. There
was intensified effort to increase the Institutes’
visibility through sharing, on several platforms,
research undertaken. The Institute upgraded its
website (www.satri.org.za) and uploaded more
research that is now available to external parties.
An important indicator of the stature of the
Institute is the collaborations that the Institute
harnessed in the year under review. The Institute
worked with the Human Sciences Research
Council (HSRC) on the 4IR and its impact on
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mining companies and with the National Labour
and Economic Development Institute (NALEDI)
on the green economy and jobs project. SATRI
also collaborated with the Commission for
Conciliation and Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA)
on research and discussions on working and
workers under the Fourth Industrial Revolution
(4IR). Going forward, the Institute plans to
forge more research collaborations with other
parties, including government departments,
universities, and other research entities.
On the corporate governance front, the
Institute continued to follow prudent corporate
governance and financial etiquette, guided by
its Board. The Institute had a clean external
audit report for the 2019/2020 financial year.
This was a continuation of the Institute’s proud
history of obtaining clean audits each year. The
Board’s oversight and guidance in making sure
that the Institute remains on the rails of good
corporate governance is greatly appreciated.
Six years on after its formation by the National
Union of Mineworkers (NUM) and the MIT, SATRI
continues to undertake research that benefits the

worker constituency, per its mandate. The Institute
has also established itself as the go-to entity within
the NUM/MIT entities when there is a need for
research-based evidence to support decisions.
As part of its implicit objective of creating training
opportunities and workplace experience for
young people, the Institute hosted two graduate
interns in the year. I would also like to express
my gratitude to the staff of SATRI for their
collective effort in ensuring the SATRI flag keeps
flying high. Whatever the Institute was able to
achieve in the year was as a result of teamwork.
I am very confident that with the support of
the NUM, the MIT, and all parties genuinely
interested in protecting the interest of workers,
SATRI will continue to deliver on its mandate and
play a positive role in protecting and advancing
the interests of workers now and in future.
DR. M ARTI N K AGGWA
Exec u t i ve Res ea rc h D i rec to r

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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SATRI
Corporate
Profile

Sam Tambani Research Institute (SATRI) is an
initiative of the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM) and the Mineworkers Investment Trust
(MIT). It was registered in 2012 as a Non-Profit
Institute, but it only commenced its work in
earnest in 2014. SATRI was conceptualized
through the recognition that information can
be manipulated to perpetuate exploitation of
workers. The same information, however, can also
be used as a tool to negotiate for better conditions,
as well as supporting pro-worker policies.
SATRI was mandated to undertake research
relevant to the welfare of workers and their
communities in the mining, construction, and
energy sectors. In addition, the Institute is
tasked with undertaking pro-active research
on national policies and emerging issues that
have a bearing on the well-being of workers,
both in the short term and in the long term.

Our Vision
“To be a recognised Research Institute on matters
pertaining to the socio-economic welfare of workers
(and their communities) in the mining, energy,
and construction sectors in Southern Africa.”
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Mission

Research Agenda

Conducting research that is relevant and
visible and that adds value to the livelihoods
of workers and their communities in the
mining, construction, and energy sectors.

The research that SATRI undertakes can
be categorized in to two broad areas:
• Research on emerging national and international
policies that have a bearing on workers
and their families and communities.
• Research on contemporary issues, existing or
emerging, that affect the welfare of workers
and their communities, and impact on the
effectiveness of meeting workers’ aspirations.

Values
As a research institute we subscribe to
the following values, which are embedded
in our organisational culture:
• Professionalism
• Empowerment
• Research Excellence and Innovation
• Credibility.

Objectives
• To undertake and facilitate research and
publications that influence policy and
contribute to the socio-economic needs
of workers and their communities in the
mining, energy, and construction sectors.
• To build and maintain the capability and capacity
of the organisation to deliver on its mandate.
• To ensure the development and
implementation of effective and efficient
internal systems, processes, and good
corporate governance practices.
• To ensure prudent financial management
and sustainability of the organisation.
• To ensure that SATRI is strategically
positioned with all relevant stakeholders.

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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Corporate
Governance

Governance Statement
SATRI is committed to ensuring strict compliance
with all relevant legislation and principles of sound
corporate governance. The Institute continues to
consistently strive to fulfil its statutory regulatory
mandate by having due regard to the precepts of
responsible decision making, fairness, transparency,
accountability, and effective leadership.

Board Members
The mandate of the Board is to oversee the
management of the Institute and ensure that
the best interests of the Institute are achieved.
The Board, inter alia, is responsible for:
• Exercising oversight on governance matters
pertaining to the operations of the Institute.
• Providing a supportive role in terms of strategic
direction and partnerships forged by the Institute.
• Establishing the ethical standards, values, and
compliance for the Institute’s overall mandate.
• Monitoring the management of the Institute
to ensure that the Institute’s objectives and
the interests of its constituencies are met.
In the 2019/ 2020 financial year, the Board was
composed of seven (7) members, with Mr Joseph
Montisetse as the chairperson. The board member,
Mr Kanetso Matabane, had been replaced by
Ms Puleng Rothetsa. Details of the Board
members are summarised in the table opposite:
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Name

Position / Role
in SATRI

Tenure

Joseph
Montisetse

Chairperson

2016 - Current

Puleng Rothetsa

Member

2019 - Current

Julia MulaudziRamagoma

Member

2018 - Current

Godfrey Mokate

Member

2015 - Current

Mamokgethi
Molopyane

Member

2015 - Current

Moses Simphiwe Member
Nanise

2013 - Current

Martin Kaggwa

2013 - Current

Member

The Board sat four times in the 2019/2020
financial year to deliberate on the corporate
governance issues of the Institute, on
a quarterly basis. Previously, the Board
would sit only three times a year.

Audit and Finance Committee
The Institute’s Memorandum of Incorporation
(MOI) requires that there should be an audit
committee consisting of not less than three (3)
independent members. The audit committee
was made complete by the appointment of a
third audit committee member. The functions of
the Audit Committee were expanded to include
finance responsibilities, and the committee is now

recognised as the Audit and Finance Committee.
Their functions now include, among others, the
overseeing of the internal controls of the Institute,
to ensure compliance with policy of processes and
operations, forecasting and monitoring possible
risks, and maintaining financial ethical standards
within the Institute as a Non-Profit Company.

MIT Family
The ‘MIT Family’ is made up of entities that
receive grants from the MIT in order to
perform their different functions. SATRI forms
part of the MIT family together with the JB
Marks Education Fund, Elijah Barayi Memorial
Training College (EBMTC), Mineworkers
Development Agency (MDA), Mineworkers
Investment Company (MIC), and National Union
of Mineworkers Properties (NUMPROP).
As a form of accountability and coordination
of activities between the different entities,
the MIT family holds periodical meetings
at which entities present their respective
activity and progress reports.
The MIT family sat three (3) times during
the 2019/2020 financial year.

MIT Fundraising Committee
The Institute also reports in the MIT Fundraising
Meeting. At this meeting, all MIT family entities
submit reports and present on their institutional
activities. Three fundraising meetings took
place in the 2019/2020 financial year.

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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2019-2020
Operations
Highlights

Field Research
a) Project Title: The State and Forms of Housing
Benefits Received by Mineworkers
Project Aims/Objectives
The aim of the study was to ascertain details
of existing mineworkers’ housing benefits and
mineworkers housing benefits needs as a critical
step in devising targeted and effective strategies
for the NUM to engage in all interventions aimed at
improving the state and forms of housing benefits
received by mineworkers. In order to achieve the
aim of the study, the research had four inter-related
objectives, namely:
• To identify different forms of housing benefits
being received by mineworkers;
• To establish challenges faced by mineworkers
with regards to the different forms of housing
benefits;
• To document mineworkers’ preferences with
regards to the different forms of housing
benefits;
• To explore how other union-related entities can
participate in improving the state and forms of
housing benefits being received by mineworkers.

Methodology Used
In this study a positivist research strategy called
survey was utilised. For the research, probability
sampling was chosen because contrary to nonprobability sampling, probability sampling requires
a researcher to specify the probability that any
case will be included in the sample, and it was
appropriate to answer the research aim and
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objectives for this study. The suitable sample size
for this study was 3 170 mineworkers, from 100
different mines across South Africa - in nine NUM
regions, namely Carletonville, Highveld, North East,
PWV, Matlosana, Free State, Rustenburg, Kimberley,
and KwaZulu-Natal.

Key Findings and Contribution
The study found that there are 6 different forms of
housing benefits received by mineworkers in South
Africa’s mining industry, namely:
1. bond repayment subsidy;
2. fixed interest rate at subsidised level for workers
buying houses;
3. payment towards a deposit on a house for a
worker buying a house;
4. accommodation on mine property;
5. living out allowance; and
6. housing allowance.

The study found that the most common form of
housing benefits is the housing allowance, followed
by living out allowance. These benefits were mostly

received by permanently employed workers.
The study revealed the challenges faced by
mineworkers with regards to the different forms
of housing benefits. The majority of workers –
regardless of their terms of employment contract
– indicated that they do not have adequate housing,
and they cannot afford their current place of
residence on the housing benefit they currently
receive. A greater proportion of contract workers
lived in shacks in informal settlements around
mining areas, compared to permanently employed
workers.
With regards to mineworkers’ preferences of the
different forms of housing benefits, the study found
that:
• A greater proportion of workers prefer owning a
house in their place of origin rather than in the
mining areas, because they already have land
available for housing there.
• A majority of workers prefer, when they are
at work, to reside in off-mine properties in
townships. Workers prefer receiving a housing
allowance, followed by bond repayment subsidy,
and payment towards a deposit for buying a
house.

Final Deliverable
The full study report is available but still
under review. The next stage will be to make a
presentation to project initiators (MIT, NUMPROP,
and NUM) so that their inputs are also captured in
the final report.

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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Study Duration
This study was conducted from October 2018 and
was completed in January 2020.
b) Project Title: MIT Impact Assessment Study
Project Aims/Objectives
The aim of the MIT evaluation study is to inform the
Trust as well as its entities (as implementing agents)
strategies and operational approaches to providing
assistance to members, former members, and
communities by identifying emerging issues in the
projects, assessing how the entities have delivered
their projects, taking stock of the results of the MIT’s
assistance, and drawing lessons for future work.
In so doing, this evaluation will assist the MIT as it
plans for future responses to the challenges in the
mining, energy, and construction sectors as it works
with national and international partners towards
achieving the social welfare of NUM members.

The specific objectives of the Impact Evaluation (IE)
will be:
• To establish the extent to which projects and
interventions undertaken by MIT funded entities
are consistent with MIT mandate and objectives;
• To determine the extent and reach to NUM
members, former members, and members’
communities of projects funded by MIT through
JB Marks, EBMTC, MDA, and SATRI.
• To ascertain improvement of the livelihood and
well-being of NUM members, former members,
and member’s communities emanating from MIT
funded projects and interventions.
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Project Background
Since its establishment and as part of its mandate,
MIT has financed various socio-economic projects
and interventions aimed at improving the social
welfare of current and former members of NUM
and their families through its intermediate
beneficiary entities: the Mineworkers Development
Agency (MDA), The JB Marks Education Fund, Elijah
Barayi Memorial Training Centre (EBMTC), and Sam
Tambani Research Institute (SATRI). The impact
of the Trust and the meeting of its mandate of
uplifting and improving the quality of life for NUM
members is done through these beneficiary entities.
Through the MDA, the Trust facilitates and
implements job creating and self-employment
opportunities for former mineworkers and their
communities. Under the JB Marks Trust Fund and
the EBMTC, the Trust enables NUM members and
their families to acquire education and skills needed
to improve their own lives. Through SATRI, the Trust
generates information useful in guiding Union
interventions and lobbying aimed at protecting and
advancing the interests of Union members.
Despite its visible achievements through the
entities it funds, the overall Trust impact has
not been systematically documented and
scientifically quantified where possible, yet this
is critical in mapping out the future of the Trust.
Impact Evaluations (IE) identify the intended and
unintended effects that development interventions
have on a community or individuals and suggest
mitigation measures to prevent these impacts,
while enhancing the positive impacts. IE can also
be used to predict and identify opportunities to
enhance current MIT benefits to NUM members.

Evaluation Approach and Methodologies
This evaluation study will focus its assessment on
alignment, reach and impact as evaluation criteria.
As such, the approach for this evaluation will be
non-experimental and will rely on mixed methods.
The approach has participatory characteristics. In
order to systematically collect and assess evidence
on the three criteria and nature of entities’ activities
and contribution to MIT outcomes and impact,
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all entities evaluations need to be based on both
formative and summative assessments.

Project Duration
The duration of this project is from December 2019
to December 2021.
c) Project Title: The 4th Industrial Revolution
and its Implications for Mining Dependent
Countries
Project Background
The mining sector is important to the economies
of many countries in Africa, where it is a major
earner of foreign exchange as well as a source
of employment. The mining sector in Africa
traditionally had to contend with different
challenges, including low-value mineral resources
export, fluctuating commodity prices, and transfer
pricing. The emergence of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR) and accompanying technologies
poses both threats and opportunities in mining
countries. Whether the 4IR can contribute

substantively to broad based economic growth
and income security remains a subject of intense
debate. Fears around this revolution are intractable,
particularly in the developing countries that face
high levels of unemployment. With its bulging and
increasingly educated youth population, Africa is
seized by this debate.

Project Aims/Objectives
The specific objectives of this study are to:
• Undertake a baseline assessment of technology
innovation in the mining sector in the selected
case study countries.
• Assess the impact of the 4IR on labour dynamics
for both new ventures and existing mines.
• Establish what elements of mining and mining
business are being rendered obsolete by the 4IR.
• Ascertain measures for advocacy that could aid in
mitigating the effects of the 4IR.

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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Methodology
This study adopts a discrete case study design that
employs multiple qualitative and quantitative
methods. Where applicable, the study will employ
a comparative analysis between and within
selected countries, their mineral commodities, and
mining firms. This case study approach permits
a concurrent examination of organisational,
sectoral, and sub-sectoral as well as country specific
dynamics simultaneously with the investigation of
temporal, cross-sector, and cross-country subtleties.
Project Duration
The commencement of pre-field work began in
December 2019. The field work began with a study
visit to Zambia in January 2020. Field work has,
however, been interrupted by the corona virus
outbreak. Project field work will resume and is
expected to be completed in 2021.
Project Deliverable
A consolidated research report covering all the
countries will be produced and disseminated widely.
d) Project Title: EBMTC Training
Impact Assessment
Aims/ Objectives
The aim of this study was to assess the impact
that EBMTC’s education and training has on
employability, community engagement, and
people’s lives. It was also aimed at examining the
extent to which the centre has been able to meet its
mandate.
Background and Methodology
EBMTC is an accredited training service provider
with a mandate to provide training and capacity
building to union members through need-based
programmes developed internally. It serves as a
resource for the Union, and labour in general. The
main aim of providing education and training by
EBMTC is to enhance the skills of participants and
broaden the scope of their professional experience
so as to bring about change. For this reason, the
centre realized the need to assess the level of
impact it has had over the two decades of its
existence.
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A mixed-method interpretative approach was
used in this study, with the focus on EBMTC and
its beneficiaries. Both qualitative and quantitative
approaches were used. The major part of
the research used qualitative methods, with
quantitative methods being used for support and
validation of the qualitative findings. A survey
questionnaire was used as a tool to collect data.

Key Findings and Contribution
Phase 1 preliminary report on findings was
presented at the EBMTC Education Summit in 2017.
Phase 2 of the study is on-going and has now been
joined with the MIT Impact Assessment Study.
Project Duration
The project began in 2017 and it is expected to be
completed in 2021.

On-Going Desktop Research
a) Project Title: Creating a Dividend Yielding
ESOP Model for Workers
The main objective of this research is to identify
those structures that are key for an ESOP to yield
dividends, and then recommend a generic ESOP
model that has a high likelihood to yield dividends
for workers.

Other objectives include:
• To establish the key provisions and motivation
behind the NUM ESOP model.
• To document the different structures of ESOPs.
• To determine the key factors that contribute to
an ESOP yielding or not yielding dividends.
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This research aims to understand why the many
ESOP deals concluded in the mining industry have
not yielded any tangible dividends for employees.
It further aims to create a generic ESOP model
that will serve as a guide for the industry to use in
the hope of yielding dividends. For the study aims
to be achieved, this study will employ purposive
sampling. The study aims to conduct individual
interviews with identified respondents most suited
to assisting with this research.

Key Findings and Contribution
Some key findings confirm that ESOPs in the mining
industry have indeed been performing poorly.
There is no ownership culture encouraged amongst
workers.
Project Duration
The project is due for completion in May 2021.

b) Project Title: Is Care and Maintenance (C&M) a
potential retrenchment tool in South Africa?
The Aims/Objectives
The main objective of this research is to examine
whether care and maintenance can be used as a
retrenchment tool by mining companies. Secondary
objectives include:

• Observing care and maintenance as a
retrenchment strategy.
• To assess the implication of care and
maintenance on workers and trade unions.

Background and Methodology
Care and Maintenance (C&M) is a temporary
closure of the mine. During the process of C&M,
mining companies are expected to close their
operations temporarily for a period of five years due
to economic conditions or any other constraints
preventing the mine from making profits. During
this process, retrenchments are unavoidable. This
is done in the manner that when those mentioned
conditions improve, workers will be re-employed.
These are the workers who are still able to work; age
and health plays an important part in the re-hiring
of workers. There is a risk that mining companies
might use C&M as the easiest method to retrench
as compared to normal retrenchments; for the
reason that normal retrenchments are known to be
a time-consuming process compared to the C&M
process which is effective and short. The research
used Evander Gold Mine as a case study, because it
was under C&M. Other methodologies used in the
study are desktop research and a focused group
consisting of National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)
regional representatives, as well as SATRI officials.
Key Findings and Contribution
It was discovered that it is likely that Evander Gold
Mine used the C&M provision to reduce headcount
as a pre-conceived strategy of remaining profitable.
The phenomenon observed at Evander Gold Mine is
an unintended consequence of the C&M regulation
that government and labour need to find ways
to avoid. Evander Gold Mine is one example of
companies that put their operations on C&M. There
is still a need for thorough research pertaining to
C&M in other mining operations, to see how the
process unfolds in these other cases.
Project Duration
The project is expected to be completed by the end
by October 2021.

• Documenting how care and maintenance unfolds
in other mining companies.

SAM TAMBANI RESEARCH INSTITUTE (SATRI)
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c) Project Title: JB Marks Graduate
Employability Study
Aims/Objectives
The JB Marks Bursary needs scientifically proven
facts about factors affecting or contributing to
the employability of its graduates. It is considered
critical to assess knowledge, skills, and other vital
attributes contributing to graduate employability.
The study also intended to investigate how the
university attended influences a graduate’s
employability.
The primary objectives of this study are:
• To identify factors contributing to the
employability of JB Marks graduates.
• To assess if university attended influences
employability.
• To come up with suggestions based on findings
that will enhance the employability of JB Marks
graduates.
• To contribute to the stock of knowledge on
factors contributing to the employability of
graduates and, as such, inform decision makers
and policy makers in formulating inventions and
programmes on graduate employment.

Background and Methodology
JB Marks has produced 1 016 graduates since its
inception in 1997. There are currently 750 students
enrolled in different tertiary institutions. There
have been about 2 400 beneficiaries over the past
20 years. These beneficiaries are members of the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), while some
are the dependents of the members of the NUM.
The bursaries are granted to these beneficiaries
because it is deemed important to break the
historical barrier of economic exclusion through
tertiary education. The Trust Fund, therefore,
decided to find out the extent to which its bursary
scheme is achieving its objective. SATRI was then
commissioned to conduct a study on JB Marks
graduate employability. An online survey was used
in Phase 1 of the study. A total of 139 graduates took
part in the survey. Due to changes in job market
and advent of 4IR, the study will document key
qualifications needed under 4IR.
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Key Findings and Contribution
The findings from the preliminary results of the
online survey show that the majority (63.7%) of
the JB Marks graduates are employed, compared to
36.3% who are not. The field of study is found to be
the key factor that influences employment. Some
of the barriers that contribute to unemployment
include lack of experience, and the lack of job
opportunities in general.
Project Duration
Phase 1 of this project was conducted between
March 2017 and August 2017. The report for Phase 1
was published in June 2018. Phase 2 of the project
shall focus on qualifications needed for the 4IR
job market and will build a framework that guides
new beneficiaries for the JB Marks Trust Fund. The
project is expected to be completed in June 2021.
d) Project Title: Exploring union recruitment
strategies for the South African construction
sector: lessons from international experiences.
Aims/Objectives
The aim of this study was to recommend sectorspecific recruitment strategies, as learned from
international experiences, which would be used
to increase the Union’s membership in the
construction sector.
The key objectives include:
• To identify challenges of recruitment in the
sector.
• To identify the recruitment strategies employed
by the NUM.
• To explore international union recruitment
strategies for the construction sector.
• To ultimately recommend recruitment strategies.

Background and Methodology used
It has been alarmingly difficult for the NUM to grow
its membership, particularly in the construction
sector. Construction membership declined from
27 364 in 2017 to 27 607 in 2018, while the South
African construction sector grew from 1 395 000
in 2017 to 1 476 000 in 2018. The sector has shown
growth potential. Jobs in the sector are generally
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characterised by several challenges the Union has
no control over.

Key Findings and Contribution
In terms of addressing the Union’s challenge of
recruiting in general, the Union implemented
a project which entailed hiring recruiters as a
means of increasing membership. Recruiters
struggle to reach monthly recruitment targets
(400 new members per months) so the project is
deemed unsuccessful. The NUM does not have any
documented recruitment strategies. The Union does
not have sector-specific recruitment strategies;
instead they use generic strategies across all
sectors. The NUM experiences the same common
challenges as other unions internationally in terms
of recruitment.
Project Duration
01 June 2018 – 01 December 2019.

Published Desktop Research
a) Project Title: What is at Stake if South
Africa’s Coal Sector Goes Under?
Study Aim/Objective
The purpose of the study was to explore the overall
cost, inclusive of opportunity cost, of the demise of
South Africa’s coal sector as a result of the country’s
migration to renewable energies or any other
exogenous factor. The study made a case that if the
opportunity cost of the demise of the coal sector is
considered, migration to renewable energies is very
costly to the country.
Study Background and methodology
The coal sector in South Africa is under pressure to
scale down, or even to close, from environmentalists
and advocates of renewable energies. Apart from
saving the planet from pollution, advocates of
renewable energies argue that the unit cost of
renewable energies declined overtime to the
extent, in some cases, where renewable energies
have become cheaper than coal-generated energy.
Parties like trade unions that have taken a cautious
approach to migration to renewable energies have
been portrayed as selfish and uninformed. What

has received less attention in this polarized debate,
however, is what South Africa will lose (which the
economists call opportunity cost) if the coal sector
goes under.

Key Findings and Study Contribution
The study discovered that without careful thought
and practical strategies on how to offset the
opportunity cost involved, the resistance by any
party to any intervention that leads to the demise
of the country’s coal sector is not unreasonable.
Study Duration
This research was conducted between April and
June 2019.
b) Project Title: Employee Share Ownership
Plans (ESOPs): What all Stakeholders Need
to Know about ESOPs
Study Aim/Objective
The purpose of the study was to provide basic
information on ESOPs that stakeholders in the
mining sector, especially mineworkers, need to
know so as to constructively engage on ESOPs.
Study Background and Methodology
Employee Share Ownership Plans (ESOPs) have been
a common feature of South Africa’s mining industry
policy since the adoption of the first Mining
Charter in 2004. ESOPs are not uniquely South
African though, they exist in both developing and
developed countries. In developed countries, ESOPs
have been used mainly as a tool to generate income
for workers when in retirement. For developing
countries, however, they are usually intended to
transform and empower the lives of economically
marginalised groups. Specific to South Africa’s
mining sector, ESOPs are aimed at facilitating
worker ownership in the sector as part of the
country’s broader transformation agenda. However,
many stakeholders in the mining sector who are
supposed to be participants and beneficiaries of
ESOPs have limited knowledge of what ESOPs are,
and how they work. As a result, their ability to
constructively engage about ESOPs is constrained.
Secondly, different workers have different
expectations of the benefits that they should get
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from ESOPs. As a result, many workers have ended
up being agitated and discouraged when the ESOPs
do not yield the expected benefits.

c) Project Title: Housing Benefits Preferences of
Mineworkers: A Case Study of North East and
Highveld NUM Regions

Key findings and Contribution
The information provided was useful in guiding
workers’ expectations of the benefits that can come
from being part of an ESOP. The study recommends
that beneficiaries also need to be aware of the types
of behaviours that may qualify or disqualify them
from benefitting from or being part of an ESOP.
All these allow for more constructive engagement
and better management of expectations for all
relevant stakeholders should the ESOP not yield the
anticipated results. Nevertheless, mining companies
also have the moral obligation to ensure that their
schemes are not constantly failing.

Study Aim/Objective
This study explored the housing benefits
preferences of National Union of Mineworkers
members in the North East and Highveld regions.

Study Duration
This research was conducted between April and
June 2019.
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Study background and Methodology
The provision of different housing options for
mineworkers has been a problem within the mining
sector. Only after the introduction of the Mineral
and Petroleum Resources Development Act (28
of 2002) did mining companies start providing
different housing options for mineworkers. Trade
unions have, through collective agreements, played
a key role in housing improvement for mineworkers.
However, they have not kept track of the changing
preferences; where this has been done, it has not
been documented. There is a risk that what unions
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are advocating in terms of housing may not be
what the members want. It is, thus, important that
trade unions keep track of their members’ housing
benefits preferences to effectively advance their
interests as regards housing.

Study Findings
The study made the case that mines must ensure
that there is a wide range of flexible, low-cost
housing options for mineworkers. Also, the study
highlighted the importance of trade unions
keeping track of their members’ changing housing
benefit preferences. Notably, this is a critical step in
coming up with targeted and effective strategies
for the Union to engage in interventions aimed at
improving housing conditions of mineworkers.
Study Duration
This research was conducted between April and
June 2019.
d) Study Title: Employment and the Putting of
Mines under Care and Maintenance: A Case
Study of Evander Gold Mine
Study Aim/Objective
This study explored whether the Care and
Maintenance (C&M) regulation can be used as a
tool for retrenchment of mineworkers, using the
case study of Evander Gold Mine.
Study Background & Methodology
The intended purpose of putting mines under
C&M is to enable mining companies to close down
temporarily during periods when they are not
making profit, but to open again when economic
conditions - or any other conditions that were
preventing the mine’s operations - improve. During
the C&M period, companies can retrench workers
following specific set retrenchment procedures. The
provision of C&M can, nonetheless, have negative
consequences in the sense that mining companies
can retrench workers and yet continue to operate
profitably.
Key Findings and Study Contribution
After the examination of what transpired at Evander
Gold Mine, it emerged that after the company

retrenched 1 722 workers, it does however continue
to operate profitability under C&M by processing
stocked tailings. It is probable that Evander
Gold Mine used the C&M provision to reduce
its headcount, with a pre-conceived strategy of
remaining profitable. The phenomenon observed at
Evander Gold Mine is an unintended consequence
of the C&M regulation that government and labour
need to find ways to avoid.

e) Graduate Employability: Field of Study
Remains a Key Determining Factor for
Graduate Employment
Study Aim/Objective
The purpose of this study was to present a
summary of key findings of a research on factors
affecting employability of JB Marks Education Trust
Fund beneficiaries.
Study Background and Methodology
Graduate unemployment remains a problem in
South Africa. It has literally become the second
struggle after getting a graduate qualification for
many young people. Graduate unemployment
affects both the graduates and the entities that
fund graduate studies. The graduates suffer the
direct consequence of not being able to leverage
their skills to earn a living, while the entities fail to
get value for money for the resources they invested
in the graduate’s education. The contributing
factors to the problem are of continuous interest
to both the graduates and the graduate-studies
funding entities.
Key Findings and Study Contribution
The research study findings confirm that the field
of study remains a key determining factor for
graduate employment. Based on the findings of the
research, it is recommended that graduate funding
entities like the JB Marks Education Trust Fund need
to be involved in interventions aimed at directing
and supporting potential beneficiaries towards
study programmes that have higher employment
availability. Otherwise, such entities’ return on
investment on resources devoted to provision of
graduate education will continue to be low as a
result of the bursary beneficiaries not getting jobs.
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Study Duration
This research was conducted between April and
June 2019.
f) Project Title: Exploring Union Recruitment
Strategies for the South African Construction
Sector: Lessons from International Experiences
Aims/Objectives
The aim of this study was to recommend sectorspecific recruitment strategies, as learned from
international experiences, which would be used
to increase the Union’s membership in the
construction sector. The key objectives of the study
include:
• To identify challenges of recruitment in the
sector;
• To identify the recruitment strategies employed
by NUM;
• To explore international union recruitment
strategies for the construction sector;
• To ultimately recommend recruitment strategies.

Background and Methodology
It has been recognised that it is alarmingly
challenging for NUM to grow its membership,
particularly in the construction sector. Construction
membership declined from 27 607 to 21 425 in 2018,
while the South African construction sector grew
from 1 395 000 employees in 2017 to 1 476 000 in
2018. The sector has shown good growth potential.
Jobs in the sector are generally characterised by
several challenges the Union has no control over.
Findings and Contribution
It has been observed that unions have a challenge
of recruiting in general. The Union implemented
a project which entailed hiring recruiters as a
means of increasing membership. Recruiters
struggle to reach monthly recruitment targets (400
new members per month), which has made the
project unsuccessful. The NUM does not have any
documented recruitment strategies. The NUM does
not have sector-specific recruitment strategies;
instead they use generic strategies across all
sectors. The NUM experiences the same common
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challenges as other unions internationally in terms
of recruitment.

Study Duration
The study runs from 01 June 2018 to 01 December
2019.

Adhoc Research
a) Project Title: Unbundling of Eskom – Strategies
for turning around loss-making State-Owned
Enterprises (SOEs)
Study Aims and Objectives
The aim of this study was to fully understand
business dynamics at Eskom and in order to make
recommendations and\or make suggestions on
alternative business models that can be applied
at Eskom. The Institute has decided to elevate and
widen this research to look broadly at strategies
for turning around loss-making State-Owned
Enterprises (SOEs).
Study Background and Methodology
The NUM has requested SATRI to conduct research
to inform its position against the unbundling of
Eskom. Two desk-top research reports were prepared
for the NUM and one presentation was done. This
research will involve extensive literature review
on turning around loss making SOEs, country case
studies, local case studies of unbundled SOEs, and
interviews with technocrats and other stakeholders
at Eskom. A full proposal for this project is being
finalised.
Project Duration
The study will be completed in 2020.
b) Project Title: Trade Union recruitment
strategies in a competitive environment –
A case study of the North West Province
Study Aims/Objectives
The aim of this study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of members’ recruitment strategies
applied by Trade Unions when operating in a
competitive environment in the North West
Province, South Africa.
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Study Background
The expulsion of NUMSA from COSATU, and the
establishment of AMCU in the mining sector
opened intra-sectoral competition among trade
unions to recruit members in the same space
operated by traditional unions. It was hypothesised
that increased competition for members by
trade unions is expected to inadvertently lead
to the development of more efficient and robust
member recruitment strategies which are as yet
undocumented and untested within particular
trade unions.
Methodology
Field interviews and data analysis for the project
has been completed. In total, 478 union members
were interviewed. The majority of respondents
(286) were members of AMCU, followed by NUM
members (185) and an insignificant number (7) from
UASA.

Findings and Contribution
Findings from this study would be used to make
informed recommendations on strategies that
should be adopted by the Union if it is to survive in
a competitive environment in South Africa.
Study Deliverable
Final report has been compiled.
Study Duration
The project ran from 2018 to April 2019.
c) Project Title: The Collation of Data on
Mining Companies in South Africa
Study Aims/Objectives
The aim of the study was to collect information
on all the mining companies in South Africa, along
with their mineral commodities, performance, and
employment profiles.
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Contribution and Methodology
The data was collected through the usage of reliable
and credible data sources including companies’
documents.
Study Deliverable
A database of the requested information was
created.
Study Duration
This study was completed by May 2019.
d) Project Title: Financial Performance of
Kumba Iron Ore
Project Background
The NUM requested an analysis of financial
performance of Kumba Iron Ore for wage
negotiations. This information was meant to put
forward counter arguments and reasons against the
Kumba as an employer during the wage demands.
Aims/Objectives
The aim of this study was to assist the union to
come up with informed wage demands to Kumba
Iron Ore.
Methodology
SATRI provided the financial performance of
the company, looking at the 2017/18 financial
statements.
Final Deliverable
The report and presentation were done based on
company financial performance and projection
among other factors.
e) Financial Assessment of ASSMANG Manganese
Study Background
In February 2020, the NUM requested a financial
analysis of the ASSMANG financial performance
and profitability. The information was to assist NUM
wage negotiations with the company.
Methodology
Financial performance of the company was done
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based on the company’s financial statements of
2018 and 2019.

Findings and Contribution
The information was meant to help the Union
to make informed decisions when it embarks
on wage negotiations with the employer. As a
standard procedure, the research looked at revenue
trends of the company, operations costs, company
profitability, iron ore prices and future forecasts
on exchange rates which have a bearing on the
company’s financial performance
Final Deliverable
A summary report of the research findings and
analysis has been compiled. The report has been
written based on financial statements of ASSMANG.
SATRI awaits its presentation to the NUM
negotiation team.

Research Collaboration
a) MDA-SATRI Kgalagadi Municipality
Baseline Survey
• A research proposal to undertake a baseline
survey of Kgalagadi Municipality as part of SLP
implementation has been developed with MDA.

b) Collaboration with Naledi
• A research collaboration on green jobs and green
economy skills required with Naledi has been
agreed upon.

c) SATRI and CSIR Collaboration in the Energy
Sector
• Knowledge Exchange Workshop between SATRI
and CSIR was held on 16 July 2019 at CSIR main
campus, Pretoria.

d) Collaboration with CCMA
• A Research collaboration meeting with the
CCMA Research Unit took place and MOU is to be
signed.
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Publications, Presentations, and Events
• SATRI Book Launch: “The life and works of Sam
Tambani: A gem lost too soon” held on 12th of July
2019, at Emperors Palace.
• SATRI Feedback Sessions to NUM Regions on
Research: Challenges Facing Women in Mining,
Energy and Construction: Persisting Barriers to
Equity in the Workplace.
• Presentation: What is the role of unions in the
mining industry in South Africa? Prepared for
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) General
Secretary, Mr David Sipunzi.
• Presentation: Kumba Iron Ore Limited Financial
Performance Assessment for NUM Wage
Negotiations.
• A presentation on The Fourth Industrial
Revolution and how Organised Labour Should
Respond was done at CCMA Research Imbizo, in
March 2019.
• COSATU Presentation on 4IR.
• NUM Women Structure Presentation on
Occupational Health & Safety and Gender-Based
Violence (GBV), 12 October 2019, Tanzania.

• “Accelerating Mine Environment Management:
Opportunities for SMEs” Workshop 2019, 16 April
2019, Mintek.
• Presentation: Assessment of Financial
Performance of Impala Refineries for NUM Wage
Negotiations, November 2019.
• Just Transition Workshops May and June 2019,
which focused on Just transition as understood
by labour movement and other key stakeholders.
The opportunities and challenges for the coal
sector Accelerated Clean Energy Transactions
(ACET) were investigated and discussed.
• COSATU Climate Meeting 03 July 2019 at the
COSATU House, Johannesburg.
• SATRI Preliminary Findings on Housing Project
to workshop on “Reviewed Housing and Living
Conditions, Standards for the Mining Industry
gazetted by DMRE”, dated 17-18 April 2020 at
EBMTC.
• SATRI attended The South African Sociology
Association Conference (SASA) on 15-17 July 2019.
The theme was based on the 4th Industrial
Revolution (4IR) where SATRI focused on the 4IR.
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• SATRI Workshop: Research Writing for
Professionals, the Problem Statement, 28th -29th
November 2019.
• Workshop on Enablers Meeting SATRI-NUM-NWS
Pregnancy Policy, 12 JUNE 2019, EBMTC, Midrand.
• Mine Health and Safety Council (MHSC) Women
in Mining Indaba 21-22 August 2019, Lakes Hotel
& Conference Centre, Benoni.
• Mine Health and Safety Council (MHSC) Culture
Transformation Framework (CTF) Workshop:
12-13 September 2019, The Canvas- Riversands,
Fourways.
• Mining Indaba 02-06 February 2020, Cape Town
International Convention Centre (CTICC), Cape
Town.
• Eskom Restructuring Workshop 24-26 July
2019, Gender Links Cottages and Conferencing,
Johannesburg. The workshop was convened by
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Earth Life Africa, the Heinrich Boell Foundation
and Power Futures South Africa. This is an indepth, three-day workshop aimed at deepening
our collective understanding of South Africa’s
energy system’s current crisis, what unbundling
will entail, and its potential implications.
• MDA Transformation Workshop - Coega
Development Centre, Eastern Cape, 24-25
February 2020. Overall focus was on capacitating
shop stewards in various areas of transformation
including the MPRDA, ESOPs, Mining Charter, and
Housing.
• Women in Mining Indaba - 21-22 August 2019. The
purpose was the emphasis on the improvement
of health and safety of women in the mining
industry.
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• Co-operative and Policy Alternative Centre
(COPAC) - Labour Roundtable, 19 August 2019.
This Labour round table was aimed at discussing
the climate crisis and to gather inputs from
representatives of organised labour for the
people’s Climate Justice Charter.
• MDA and NUM Transformation Workshop in
Kuruman, 15-16 August 2019. Overall focus was
capacitating shop stewards in various areas on
transformation with SATRI presenting on ESOPs
and Housing Research findings.
• UCT Graduate Business School Just Transition
and Eskom Workshop, 04 June 2019; to explore
the opportunities and challenges of the ESKOM

reform efforts as well as the Accelerated Clean
Energy Transaction (ACET) for the Just Transition
(JT).
• National Planning Commission Just Transition
Workshop, 17 May 2019. The purpose was to
discuss pathways to a Just Transition with inputs
from mainly labour and civil society as the NPC
had engaged with stakeholders from business
and government.
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SATRI
Future
Projects
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Category

Thematic area

Primary / Field Research

1. 4IR and Mining Dynamics
2. MIT Impact Assessment

Secondary Data /
Desktop Research

1. Mine Care and Maintenance
2. ESOP-Structuring
3. SA Just Transition
4. Black Ownership in the Mining Sector
5. JB Marks Employability Study
6. Covid-19 Related Research
7. NUM\MIT ENTITY Adhoc Research

Publications and
Dissemination

1. Quarterly Research Newsletter
2. Working Papers
3. Research Reports (Findings)
4. Presentations

Events

1. Internal Seminars
2. Feedback Sessions on Housing Project
3. Planning and Review Sessions
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Human
Resources

Human Resource Services
During the 2019/2020 financial year, the external
HR service provider was being used on a needbasis, as their contract had lapsed. Part of the HR
functions that were tasked to the service provider
included:
a) Drafting staff contracts and ensuring that they
are signed;
b) Ensuring that staff HR files are complete;
c) Reviewing and updating staff leave;
d) Workshopping all staff on the Institute’s HR
policies, noting staff concerns about the policies,
and making recommendations on how to deal
with the concerns raised;
e) Starting on the process of implementing the HR
policies for the Institute.
The expectation was that the Institute would use
the services of the external HR service provider until
the appointment of an HR manager by the MIT. The
MIT has now appointed an HR manager and the
Institute is making use of their services.

Skills Development
In recognition that people are the most important
asset of any organization, the Institute took
deliberate steps to arrange for research-related
training for its staff. During the reporting period,
staff went through various formal and informal
training relevant to research work. The Institute
continues to be committed to investing in the
individual development of its employees by
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providing opportunities for them to acquire the
skills needed to maximize performance in their
respective portfolios. Workshops that took place
and enhanced the skills of the Institute’s employees
include writing workshops on problem statement,
focused literature review and quantitative analysis.

line with the market. The Institute continuously
benchmarks its salaries in order to ensure that they
remain competitive. The Institute is cognizant of the
fact that remuneration plays an important role in
staff retention. A salary benchmark was done in the
2019/2020 financial year.

Remuneration

SATRI Organization Structure

The Institute’s remuneration practices aim at
having remuneration that is fair, equitable, and in

The organogram of the Institute is presented in the
figure below:

Satri Board
Executive Research Director (ERD)

Administrator and PA to ERD

Research Specialist/Senior Researcher

Research Specialist/Senior Researcher

Research Associates/Researcher

Research Associates/Researcher

Research Assistant

Research Assistant

Research Intern

Research Intern

Research Intern

Research Intern
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Staff Compliment
The SATRI staff complement in the 2019/ 2020
financial year, excluding the interns, was 9
permanent staff members. The staff details are as
follows:
Our Staff

Title

Dr. Martin Kaggwa

Executive Research
Director

Ms. Lerato Mathibedi

Executive Assistant

Mrs. Pulane Mafoea
Nkalai

Research Specialist

Mr. Zolisa Mpange

Research Associate

Mr. Tankiso Pitso

Research Associate

Ms Sinenhlanhla
Sithole

Research Associate

Ms. Daphney Livhalani

Research Assistant

Ms. Sharon Mohlala

Research Assistant

Ms. Mpho Nchabeleng

Research Assistant

Ms. Khokhlewa
Zokwana

Intern

Mr. Omphulusa
Mamburu

Intern

Internship and Experiential Learning
SATRI has an internship programme which provides
experiential training to young graduates. Although
the programme is open to all graduates, priority is
given to the JB Marks beneficiaries. The internship
programme is offered for a period of 12 months.
Under this period the interns are assisted and
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supported through a mentorship process. The
interns’ progress and performance are recorded and
discussed with them in order to make sure that
they gain the experience and develop skills they
require, while at the same time contributing to the
organisation’s performance. During the 2019/2020,
SATRI partnered with Ditsela in order to host their
intern with the Institute for a 12 months’ period; the
internship was completed in March 2020.

Overall Challenges and Improvements in the
2019/20 Financial Year Period
Some of the challenges experienced by the Institute
in the 2019/2020 financial year were:
• Although the development of HR policies
had been finalised in the previous year, their
implementation remained slow given that the
HR personnel to assist the Institute was only
appointed later in the year.
• The Institute had to deal with the process of
updating its Board members. The process was
more cumbersome than expected and it ended
up requiring legal advice and guidance.
Having succeeded in operationalising the Institute,
and having created ample research capacity
within the Institute, in the following year more
effort will be devoted to:
• Closer working relationship with the NUM so
that the research the Institute does is more
aligned to the problems the Union faces.
• Wider dissemination of research findings using
different platforms.
• Building more strategic relationships with
other research entities and parties interested in
workers’ issues.
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DR . M A RTI N KAGGWA

L ERATO MATH I B E D I

P U L A N E MA FO EA - N KA L AI

ZOLISA M PA NGE

TAN KI S O P ITS O

S I N E N H L A N H L A S ITH O L E

DA P H N EY LIVHA L AN I

S HARO N MO H L A L A

MP H O N C H A B E L E N G

OM PH U LU SA MA MB U R U

KH O KH E LWA ZO KWA N A
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Research Intern
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Financial
Overview

Overall challenges and improvements in
the 2019-2020 financial year period
Some of the challenges experienced by the
Institute in the 2019-2020 financial year were:
• Formalising the HR functions within the
Institute has proven to be a tedious exercise.
However, more effort is being exerted to
have efficient HR systems in place.
Having succeeded in operationalising the
Institute, and having created ample research
capacity within the Institute, in the coming
financial year more effort will be devoted to:
• Increasing the scope and rigour
of research undertaken;
• Wider dissemination of research findings;
• Building more strategic relationships
with other research entities.
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General
Information
About SATRI
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Nature of Business and Principal Activities
Research Institute that conducts research in the
Mining, Energy, and Construction sectors.
Legal form of Entity
Non-Profit Company (NPC)
Registered Office
Sam Tambani Research Institute (SATRI)
Reg. Nr.: 2012/106473/08
No. 7 Cnr Rissik and Albert Streets Alris Building,
2nd Floor
Johannesburg
2000
Postal Address
P.O. Box 32202 Braamfontein 2017
Contact Numbers
Tel: +27 10 593 7238
Fax: +27 86 537 2921

Website
www.satri.org.za
Email
info@satri.org.za
Facebook: Sam Tambani Research Institute
Link : https://www.facebook.com/www.satri.org.za/
notifications/
Twitter: @Satri_official
Link: https://twitter.com/Satri_official
LinkedIn: Sam Tambani Research Institute
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/company/samtambani-research-institute/
Auditors
RMS Chartered Accountants Inc.
Reg. Nr.: 2006/022658/21
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